Men and Women in the Kingdom #7
The Way Things Should Be

First: Know Why You Are Here
IMPORTANT: This topic only relates to the family unit of a husband and a wife. It
does not have relevance to any other set of relationships, situations or circumstances.
In the Kingdom, one of our focuses as sons is to progress through life in a way that we move towards our
destiny. The reason for this is that we know we were placed on Earth in our physical bodies for a divine
purpose.1 Our endeavour is to find out what our destiny is, as quickly as possible, so that we can align
ourselves with Heaven and therefore be productive.
If you don’t know why you are here, the rest of what I am about to cover will not make any sense. So, to
focus us on this important goal, watch the following video before you read any more of this document.
ADVICE: The video contains sound, valuable teaching, but it may not speak to your spirit. You
may find Myles Munroe’s style irritating. Look past his soulish outbursts and focus on the
teaching he is providing for your mind. It’s important that you understand why you are here.

• READ: “Understanding The Meaning For Your Existence - Dr Myles Munroe - YouTube”
[www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFY2gXUT-UY]

As we focus on our personal destiny, we may be unaware of the destiny of the nation we live in. Both
personal and national destinies are vitally important to Father as he’s set everything in place to align with
his plans for planet earth. We should be vitally involved in his plans for your nation’s destiny because
every person’s life and destiny fulfilment will impact where the nation is headed.
Each local ekklesia also has a purpose and a destiny. We need to understand this as well.
Similarly, we may have never given the slightest thought to the destiny/goal of marriages. If Father is
vitally concerned with nations and individuals, why wouldn’t he be fully involved with men and women
who join in marriage. Yes, we know there is a purpose for marriage, as per the Great Mandate, but it goes
further than that. For example:
Malachi 2:15 (ISV) – Did he not make them one?…And why did he make them one? He was seeking
godly offspring.
This shows that reproduction isn’t the only purpose God has in marriage. He’s interested in parents
bringing up their children in the knowledge and love of him. It’s always all about him.
Beyond even that, he has another purpose, a plan for marriages. Over and above what people do in their
marriage plans, he has a destiny for the couple, a major Kingdom assignment which they are to embark
on as part of their union.
Think about it: Married couples have a major Kingdom assignment, just as Adam and Ezer were given
jobs to do.
1 – Jeremiah 1:5; 29:11 (AMP)
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What if most marriages fail to enter the couple’s joint destiny?
Doesn’t that mean some of God’s plans for the Earth have failed?
Isn’t that a tragedy?
So:
• Know why you are here;
• Find out what your personal destiny is;
• Partner with Heaven so you can enter your destiny;
• Find out what your joint marriage assignment is; &
• Enter that destiny together.
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